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Over the past few decades a generally accepted conceptual model for the thermomechanics

of the San Andreas

fault

was based on three factors believed to have been supported
by observation: (1) maximum horizontal shear stress increaseswith depth in the crust at the rate of 7-8 MPa/km (as
indicated by measurementsin relatively shallow boreholes),
roughly the same rate of shear stress increase as in other
regions [e.g., McGarr et al., 1982], (2) the maximum horizontal stressdirection in the vicinity of the fault was oriented
at about 300-45ø to its strike (as indicated by the predominance of right-lateral strike-slip earthquakesalongit), and (3)
there is no detectable frictional heat generated by the San
Andreas (as implied by heat flow observations in numerous
shallow boreholes both near and far from the fault along the
length of the San Andreas system). Assuming that laboratory-derived coefficients of friction in the range 0.6-1.0 [e.g.,
Byeflee, 1978] are applicable to all faults in the crust (sometimes referred to as "Byedee's law" [after Brace and
Kohlstedt, 1980]) and that approximately hydrostatic fluid
pressure exists at depth, it is straightforward to show that
while the second observation is related directly to the first,
the stress state they imply at depth would result in a
conspicuous heat flow anomaly; a direct contradiction of
observation

3. This contradiction

has come to be known

as

the San Andreas stress/heatflow paradox.
The basic question has been whether the average shear
stress on the seismogenic portion of the fault is "high"
(---50-100 MPa), consistent with worldwide in situ stress
measurementsin the upper few kilometers of the crust [e.g.,
Raleigh et al., 1972; McGarr and Gay, 1978; Brace and
Kohlstedt, 1980; Pine et al., 1983; Zoback and Healy, 1984;
Stock et al., 1985; Baumgiirtner and Zoback, 1989; Baumgtirtner et al., 1990], or whether average shear stress is
"low" (comparable to average earthquake stress drops of
-• 1-10 MPa) as implied by the absenceof detectable frictionally generated heat [e.g., Brune et al., 1969; Henyey and
Wasserburg, 1971; Lachenbruch and Sass, 1973, 1980]. This
uncertainty has left our understanding of the fundamentals of
fault mechanics on an unsatisfactory footing for over 20
years. Was one or more of the observations wrong or was
the simple frictional model used to relate them flawed?
Related questions include (1) Are "high-stress," experimentally based earthquake instability mechanisms (such as stickslip and time-dependent friction) applicable to earthquakes
along major faults like the San Andreas [e.g., Brace and
Byeflee, 1966; Byeflee, 1970; Dieterich, 1979]? (2) Do earthCopyright 1992 by the American Geophysical Union.
Paper number 91JB03110.
0148-0227/92/91JB-03110502.00

quake stress drops represent near-complete release of shear
stress along the fault or only relatively minor perturbations
superimposedon a high level of ambient shear? (3) If faults
are weak, do they have low static strength or is strength high
at the time rupture initiates but greatly diminished during
sliding [e.g., McKenzie and Brune, 1972; Melosh, 1979;
Lachenbruch, 1980; Raleigh and Evernden, 1981; Brune et
al., 1992]? Also, to unravel processes controlling crustal
deformation adjacent to transform margins (i.e., detachment
faulting, block rotations, transpressionand transtension), we
must understand better the relative strengths of both the
subvertical and subhorizontal faults that resist plate motion
along plate margins [e.g., Lachenbruch and Sass, 1973,
1980, this issue; Hanks, 1977; Zoback, 1991]. Finally, to
understand better the energetics and dynamics of plate
motion, we need to know to what extent heuristic models of
the state of stress in the lithosphere (in which the average
stresslevel is controlled by the "high" frictional strength of
the upper crust) are valid for plate boundaries [e.g., Sibson,
1982, 1983; Kirby, 1980; Chen and Molnar, 1983; Smith and
Bruhn, 1984; Molnar, 1988].
The Cajon Pass borehole was drilled to a depth of 3.5 km,
about 4 km from the trace of the fault, in a search for
mechanical or thermal effects that might shed light on these
questions. One reason Cajon Pass was selected for this study
is that this section of the San Andreas fault is quite late in the
earthquake cycle, and thus shear stresses should be relatively high. The last major earthquake occurred in 1812
[Jacoby et al., 1988], and it offset nearby Cajon Creek about
4.5 m [Weldon, 1986; Sieh et al., 1989]. Judging from the
geologicallydetermined slip rate [Weldon and Sieh, 1985],
the current slip deficit on this section of the fault is also
about 4.5 m. On first inspection, what was found is quite
surprising:there is no evidence for either frictionally generated heat or right-lateral shear stress to a depth of 3.5 km
[Lachenbruch and Sass, this issue; Zoback and Healy, this
issue]. In other words, there is neither a thermal nor mechanical indication that a major, active plate boundary fault
is only 4 km away. On closer inspection, this information has
provided substantialinsight: First, the absenceof a thermal
effect supported the previous conclusions (observation 3
cited above) based upon conductive heat flow measurements
in shallow boreholes (generally less than -•300 m deep) that
implied low fault friction on the San Andreas. Second, the
increase in shear stresswith depth documented in the Cajon
Pass borehole supports observation 1 cited above, that
differential stresses (and hence maximum shear stresses) are
high in some directions. However, in marked contradiction
to observation 2, the direction of high horizontal shear stress
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in the borehole is not that of the San Andreas fault [Shamir
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Zoback [this issue] developed a model for computing the
effects of three-dimensional topography on in situ stress to
demonstrate that the weight of the San Gabriel and San
Bernandino mountains have negligible effect on the state of
stress at depth at the Cajon Pass site.
A brief history and description of the Cajon Pass project
were presented by Zoback et al. [1988] as an overview to a
special issue of Geophysical Research Letters (15(9), 1988)
thus less sensitive to near-surface
effects. Thus the consiswhich contained 34 papers on preliminary scientific results
tency of measured heat flow in the Cajon Pass borehole with of the first phase of the project. Operational aspects of the
shallow measurements that were made previously both near project are discussedin detail by Wicklund et al. [1990]. The
and far from the San Andreas in this region [Lachenbruch papers presented in this special section of the Journal of
and Sass, this issue, 1988] adds credibility to the shallow Geophysical Research report some of the principal scientific
measurements
and to some extent to the use of similar data
findings from the Cajon Pass Scientific Drilling Project. A
to infer the magnitude of shear resistance to deformation at number of papers deal with the issuesof fractures and rock
depth in other tectonic environments [e.g., Bart and Dahlen, physics. Blenkinsop and Sibson [this issue] and Vernik and
Nut [this issue] address microscopic fracturing, the occur1988; Molnar and England, 1990].
Although the Cajon Pass stressmeasurementsare a factor rence of ubiquitous zeolites, and other alteration minerals
of 4 deeper than previous measurements along the San and their effects on rock properties. Morrow and Byerlee
Andreas, it is necessary to exercise caution in discussing [this issue] specifically discuss the extremely low permeabiltheir implications for the large-scale seismogenic system. ity of core samplesfrom the borehole in terms of the effects
The measurements of stress magnitudes in the borehole of the alteration minerals in the microcracks. Barton and
indicate that the crust can support large deviatoric stressin Zoback [this issue] discuss the statistical distribution of
some directions. The absence of appreciable right-lateral macroscopic fractures in the borehole and point out their
shear on planes parallel to the San Andreas is consistentwith lack of obvious relation to the current stress field. Miller and
Weldon [this issue] discussaspectsof some of the faulting in
inferences based on regional stress patterns in central California [Zoback et al., 1987; Mount and Suppe, 1987land the site area and Pratson et al. [this issue] discuss the
suggest that the San Andreas is quite weak. Beyond these geologiccolumn in the context of a new geochemicalclassigeneralizations, the stressresults are complicated. The mean fication system for igneous rocks based on geochemical
stress orientation from 1.75 to 3.5 km depth is N57øE _+ 19ø, loggingtechniques. In addition to the papers cited above on
approximately 90ø from that expected for a "strong" San heat flow and stress, there are a number of others that
Andreas (--•N30øW - 30øfrom the --•N60øW strike of the San directly bear on the interpretation of data from the borehole.
Andreas). The large variability of the stress orientations Sass et al. [this issue] address determination of heat flow in
(+ 19ø) within the borehole is believed to be due to interaca thermally noisy environment and experimental methods
tions with secondary faults at a variety of scales[Shamir and associated with determination of temperature-dependent
Zoback, this issue]. However, it is unlikely that the 90ø thermal conductivity and the importance of conductivity
discrepancy in the expected maximum compressive stress anisotropy. Torgerson and Clarke [this issue] analyze radon
direction can be explained as a perturbation from a local and fluid chemistry and provide additional evidence for the
earthquake because earthquake stressdrops cause relatively absenceof significantconvective heat transport. Vernik and
minor stressrotations at depth when, as observed, the crust Zoback [this issue] demonstrated that estimates of the magis strong and differential stress levels are relatively high. nitude of maximum horizontal stress could be obtained from
Thus the Cajon Pass stress orientation data show a stressof analysis of the well bore breakouts in conjunction with rock
the opposite sense to that required by a "strong" San strength and least horizontal stressestimates from hydraulic
Andreas. In fact, in terms of the San Andreas, the N57øE
fracturing. The 1988 GRL issue covered subjects such as
average direction of maximum horizontal compression is regional and site geology and pore fluid chemistry which are
quite surprisingas it results in sufficientleft-lateral shear on not discussedat length in the papers presented here. Extenplanes subparallel to the San Andreas to cause left-lateral sive work of L. Silver and E. James on the geochemistry and
strike-slip motion in accordance with Byerlee's law [Zoback isotropic compositionof the diverse suite of crystalline rocks
and Healy, this issue]. Nevertheless, as surprisingas this is, encountered in the borehole (and the interpretation of these
the observed stressorientation is consistentwith Quaternary data in a regional context) is currently in preparation and will
age left-lateral slip on the Cleghorn fault that parallels the be publishedin the future. The same is true of the analysisof
San Andreas in the vicinity of the drill site [Meisling and vertical seismic profiling data collected in the borehole.
Weldon, 1982; Weldon, 1986; R. J. Weldon et al., NeotecViewed broadly, the principal Cajon Pass findings suggest
tonics of the Silverwood Lake area, San Bernadino County, a very weak San Andreas that moves in response to small
unpublished report to California Department of Water Re- resolved shear stress, embedded in rock that is generally
sources, 1981]. Although the origin of this stressfield is not strong (i.e., obeys Byerlee's law). If this is correct, the key
yet well understood, Saucier et al. [this issue] can theoreti- question is no longer whether the San Andreas is weak, but
cally model the orientation of principal stresses in the why is it weak? New hypotheses have been proposed to
vicinity of Cajon Pass as the result of slip along an undula- explain fault weakness [e.g., Scholz, 1989;Rice, 1992;Byeftory, frictionless fight-lateral strike-slip San Andreas. Both lee, 1990; Heaton, 1990; Brune et al., 1991); their validation
Shamir and Zoback [this issue] and Saucier et al. [this issue] might ultimately require samplingand in situ observationsat
show that the slip in the 1857 Fort Tejon earthquake had seismogenic depths in active fault zones. In general, the
very little effect on the state of stressat Cajon Pass. Liu and strong crust/weak fault framework is leading to new ideas on
and Zoback, this issue]; no component of right-lateral shear
on planes parallel to the San Andreas was observed.
The 3.5 km depth sampled by the Cajon Pass borehole is
modest compared to the --•15 km maximum depth of earthquakes along the San Andreas system, but it is substantially
greater than depths to which previous measurements of
stress (--•900 m) and heat flow (--•300 m) were made and is
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the meaning of crustal strength, the geologic evolution of
weak faults and their implicationsfor the balance of crustal
forces. This new perspective is prompting reexamination of
how we view the physics of faulting and the mechanics of
deformation along major strike-slip plate boundary faults in
the continents

and oceans.
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